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Abstract Automatic document categorization plays a key role in the develop-
ment of future interfaces for Web-based search. Clustering algorithms are con-
sidered as a technology that is capable of mastering this “ad-hoc” categorization
task.

This paper presents results of a comprehensive analysis of clustering algo-
rithms in connection with document categorization. The contributions relate to
exemplar-based, hierarchical, and density-based clustering algorithms. In partic-
ular, we contrast ideal and real clustering settings and present runtime results that
are based on efficient implementations of the investigated algorithms.
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1 Web-based Search and Clustering

The Internet provides a huge collection of documents, and its use as a source of infor-
mation is obvious and became very popular. As pointed out and analyzed by Dennis
et al. there is a plethora of Web search technology, which can broadly be classified into
four categories [4]:

(1) Unassisted Keyword Search.One or more search terms are entered and the search
engine returns a ranked list of document summaries. Representatives: Google
(www.google.com) or AltaVista (www.altavista.com).

(2) Assisted Keyword Search.The search engine produces suggestions based on the
user’s initial query. Representative: Vivisimo (www.vivisimo.com).

(3) Directory-based Search.Here, the information space is divided into a hierarchy of
categories, where the user navigates from broad to specific classes. Representative:
Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com).

(4) Query-by-Example.The user selects an interesting document snippet, which is then
used as the basis of a new query.

In our working group we concentrate on developing smart interfaces for Web-
based search. We think that the ideal search interface should model the search process
within three phases: (a) An initialization phase according to the plain unassisted key-
word search paradigm, (b) a categorization phase similar to the directory-based search
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paradigm, and (c) a refinement phase that may combine aspects from assisted keyword
search and the query-by-example paradigm. Our realization of this process pursues a
meta search strategy similar to that of Vivisimo; i. e., it employs existing search tech-
nology within the initialization phase.

The outlined ideal search process is the result of the following observations:

Existing search engines do an excellent and convenient job. They organize up to bil-
lions of documents which can be searched quickly for keywords, and, the plain keyword
search forms the starting point for the majority of users. However, while this strategy
works fine for the experienced human information miner, the typical user is faced ei-
ther with an empty result list or with a list containing thousands of hits. The former
situation is the result of misspelling or contradictory Boolean query formulation; it can
be addressed with a syntactic analysis. The latter situation lacks a meaningful specifi-
cation of context—it requires a semantic analysis, which can be provided by means of
category narrowing. In this connection some search engines use a human-maintained
predefined topic hierarchy with about 20 top-level categories like sports, art, music etc.
Such static hierarchies are unsatisfactory within two respects: They require a consider-
able human maintenance effort, and, for special topics (example: “sound card driver”)
the categories constitute an unnecessary browsing overhead which defers the search
process. A powerful focusing assistance must be based onto a query-specific—say: ad-
hoc—categorization of the delivered documents.

1.1 Contributions of the Paper

This paper focuses on ad-hoc categorization. Ad-hoc categorization comes along with
two major challenges: Efficiency and nescience. Efficiency means that category forma-
tion must be performed at minimum detention, while nescience means that the category
formation process is unsupervised: Except for experimental evaluation purposes, no
predefined categorization scheme is given from which classification knowledge can be
acquainted.

The paper in hand provides results of an analysis of clustering algorithms in con-
nection with automatic document categorization. In particular, our contributions are
threefold:

(1) The categorization performance of exemplar-based, hierarchical, and density-based
clustering algorithms is shown within an idealized scenario. Such a scenario is
characterized by the fact that no parameters of the clustering algorithm need to
be estimated but the optimum values are chosen by a global analysis.

(2) In a realistic scenario, internal clustering quality measures are necessary to estimate
cluster numbers, agglomeration thresholds, or neighborhood densities. From the
various number of internal measures we have chosen approved ones and analyze
the degradation of categorization performance compared to the optimum values.

(3) Several runtime issues are presented. They relate to both the algorithmic properties
of the investigated algorithms and the difference when switching from an idealized
to a realistic scenario.

Altogether, our analysis shall help to answer the question whether the investigated
clustering technology is suited to master the pretentious job of ad-hoc categorization.
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2 Document Representation, Clustering, and Quality Measures

The statistical method of variance analysis is used to verify whether a classification
of given objects by means of nominal features is reflected in significant differences
of depending metric features. Clustering can be considered as some kind of inverse
operation: It tries to identify groups within an object set such that elements of different
groups show significant differences with respect to their metric features.

Clustering algorithms operate on object similarities, which, in turn, are computed
from abstract descriptions of the objects. Each such description is a vectord of numbers
comprising values of essential object features. This section outlines the necessary con-
cepts in connection with text documents: A suited object description, a related similar-
ity measure, an overview of clustering algorithms, and—in particular, clustering quality
measures for the analysis of an algorithm’s categorization performance.

2.1 Document Representation

A common representation model for documents is the vector space model, where each
document is represented in the term space, which roughly corresponds to the union of
them words that occur in a document collection [17, 11]. In this term space, common
words are filtered out by means of a stop word list, words that are unique in the collec-
tion are omitted, and stemming is applied to reduce words towards a canonical form.
The document collectionD = {d1, . . . , dn} can then be described by means of vec-
torsdj = (wj1, . . . , wjm), wherewji designates a weight of termti in documentdj .
Widely accepted variants for the choice ofwji are the following.

(1) The term frequencytf(dj , ti) denotes the frequency of termi in documentj. Defin-
ing the weightswji astf(dj , ti) implies that terms that are used more frequently
are rated more important.

(2) The inverse document frequency is defined asidf(t i) := log( n
df(ti)

), wheren
is the total number of documents in the collection anddf(t i) is the number
of documents which contain the termt i. The hypothesis is that terms that oc-
cur rarely in a document collection are of highly discriminative power. Defining
wji := tf(dj , ti) · idf(ti) combines the hypothesis with Point (1) and has shown
to improve the retrieval performance [20]. Note that the representation of a single
document requires knowledge of the whole collection ifidf is used.

2.2 Document Similarity

Clustering exploits knowledge about the similarity among the objects to be clustered.
The similarityϕ of two documents,d1, d2, is computed as a function of the distance
between the corresponding term vectorsd1 andd2. There exist various measures for
similarity computation, from which the cosine-measure proved to be the most success-
ful for document comparison. It is defined as follows.

ϕ(d1, d2) =
〈d1,d2〉

||d1|| · ||d2|| ,
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where〈d1,d2〉 = dT
1 d2 denotes the scalar product, and||d|| the Euclidean length. It

calculates the cosine of the angle between two documents inRm. Note that a distance
measure can easily be derived fromϕ by subtracting the similarity value from 1.

2.3 Clustering Algorithms

Let D be a set of objects. A clusteringC = {C | C ⊆ D} of D is a division ofD
into sets for which the following conditions hold:

⋃
Ci∈C Ci = D, and ∀Ci, Cj ∈ C :

Ci ∩ Cj �=i = ∅.

Clustering algorithms, which generate a clusteringC, are distinguished with respect
to their algorithmic properties. The following overview cannot be complete but outlines
the most important classes along with the worst-case runtime behavior of prominent
representatives. Again,n designates the number of documents in a given collection.

Iterative Algorithms.Iterative algorithms strive for a successive improvement of an ex-
isting clustering and can be further classified into exemplar-based and commutation-
based approaches. These approaches need information with regard to the expected
cluster number,k. Representatives:k-Means,k-Medoid, Kohonen, Fuzzy-k-Means
[15, 9, 10, 24]. The runtime of these methods isO(nkl), wherel designates the number
of necessary iterations to achieve convergence.

Hierarchical Algorithms.Hierarchical algorithms create a tree of node subsets by suc-
cessively merging (agglomerative approach) or subdividing (divisive approach) the ob-
jects. In order to obtain a unique clustering, a second step is necessary that prunes this
tree at adequate places. Representatives:k-nearest-neighbor, linkage, Ward, or Min-
cut methods [6, 21, 7, 13, 23]. Usually, these methods construct a complete similarity
graph, which results inO(n2) runtime.

Density-based Algorithms.Density-based algorithms try to separate a similarity graph
into subgraphs of high connectivity values. In the ideal case they can determine the
cluster numberk automatically and detect clusters of arbitrary shape and size. Rep-
resentatives: DBSCAN, MAJORCLUST, CHAMELEON [22, 5, 8]. The runtime of these
algorithms cannot be stated uniquely since it depends on diverse constraints. Typically,
it is in magnitude of hierarchical algorithms,O(n2), or higher.

Meta-Search Algorithms.Meta-search algorithms treat clustering as an optimization
problem where a given goal criterion is to be minimized or maximized [1, 18, 19, 18].
Though this approach offers maximum flexibility, only less can be stated respecting its
runtime.

2.4 Clustering Quality Measures

Many clustering algorithms do not return a definite clustering but a set of clusterings
from which the best one has to be chosen. In particular, uniqueness within exemplar-
based algorithms requires information about the cluster number, uniqueness within hi-
erarchical algorithms requires an agglomeration threshold, or, within density-based al-
gorithms, uniqueness requires a threshold for interpreting the neighborhood graph. If
we had a measure to assess the quality of a clustering, the ambiguity could be mastered
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by simply computing several candidate clusterings and choosing the best one with re-
spect to that measure. Note, however, that this is not a runtime problem in first place,
but a problem of defining a suited quality measure.

Clustering quality measures evaluate the validity of a clustering and can be grouped
into two categories: external and internal1. The following paragraphs introduce two
clustering quality measures that are used within our experiments.

External Measures.External clustering quality measures use statistical tests to quan-
tify how well a clustering matches the underlying structure of the data. In our context,
the underlying structure is the known categorization of a document collectionD as pro-
vided by a human editor. A broadly accepted external measure is theF -Measure, which
combines the precision and recall ideas from information retrieval [12].

Let D represent the set of documents and letC = {C1, . . . , Ck} be a clustering
of D. Moreover, letC∗ = {C∗

1 , . . . , C
∗
l } designate the human reference classification.

Then the recall of clusterj with respect to classi, rec(i, j), is defined as|Cj∩C∗
i |/|C∗

i |.
The precision of clusterj with respect to classi, prec(i, j), is defined as|Cj∩C∗

i |/|Cj |.
TheF -Measure combines both values as follows:

Fi,j =
2 · prec(i, j) · rec(i, j)
prec(i, j) + rec(i, j)

Based on this formula, the overallF -Measure of a clustering is:

F =
l∑

i=1

|C∗
i |

|V | · max
j=1,...,k

{Fi,j}

A perfect clustering matches the given categories exactly and leads to anF -Measure
value of 1.

Internal Measures.In absence of an external judgment, internal clustering quality mea-
sures must be used to quantify the validity of a clustering. Bezdek et al. present a thor-
ough analysis of several internal measures, and, in this paper we rely on a measure from
the Dunn Index family, which came off well in Bezdek et al.’s experiments [3, 2].

Let C = {C1, . . . , Ck} be a clustering,δ : C × C → R+
0 be a cluster-to-cluster

distance measure, and∆ : C → R+
0 be a cluster diameter measure. Then all measures

d : C → R+
0 of the form

d(C) =
mini�=j{δ(Ci, Cj)}
max1≤l≤k{∆(Cl)}

are called Dunn Indices. Of course there are numerous choices forδ and∆, and Bezdek
et al. experienced that the combination of

δ(Ci, Cj) =
1

|Ci||Cj |
∑

x∈Ci,y∈Cj

ψ(x, y) and ∆(Ci) = 2
(∑

x∈Ci
ψ(x, ci)

|Ci|
)

1 Several authors also define relative clustering qualtity measures, which can be derived from
internal measures by evaluating different clusterings and comparing their scores [9].
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gave reliable results for several data sets from different domains. Here,ψ denotes a
distance measure between the objects to be clustered, andc i is the centroid of cluster
Ci. Since we use the cosine similarityϕ as similarity measure, we setψ = 1 − ϕ.

Remarks.As mentioned at the outset, the use of external and internal measures corre-
sponds to an idealized and realistic experimental scenario respectively: During ad-hoc
categorization, only very little is known a-priori about the underlying structure of a
document collection.

3 Experimental Setting and Results

The experiments have been conducted with samples of the Reuters-21578 text docu-
ment database [14]. In this database a considerable part of the documents is assigned
to more than one category. To uniquely measure the classification performance, only
single-topic documents are considered within our samples comprising 1000 documents
from exactly 10 classes each. To account for biased a-priory probabilities in the class
distribution of Reuters-21578, the investigated test sets are constructed as uniformly
distributed.

The generation of a sample requires some preprocessing effort that should not be
underestimated. It includes the reading and parsing of the documents, the elimination of
stop words according to standard stop word lists, the application of Porter’s stemming
algorithm [16], the computation of term frequencies, the creation of compressed index
vectors, etc. Table 1 shows exemplary the runtime of important preprocessing steps,
compression ratios, and term reduction ratios for different sample sizes.

Table 1. Runtime and impact of selected preprocessing steps, depending on the size of the inves-
tigated sample.

# Documents # Classes Indexing Compression Compression # Terms # Terms Term
in sample in sample time time ratio (raw) (reduced) reduction

400 10 1.80s 0.23s 98.6% 6010 4153 31%
800 10 2.88s 0.64s 99.0% 8370 5725 32%

1000 10 3.40s 0.89s 99.1% 9192 6277 32%

The plots at the end of this section present the results of the categorization perfor-
mance experiments. In particular, the following three variates are combined:

(1) Cluster Algorithm.“k-Means” versus “Single-Link” versus “MAJORCLUST”.

The algorithms are applied within a wide range of their respective parameters while
paying attention to their special properties and strengths. More precisely: Fork-
Means allk-values between1, . . . , 20 are considered. For Single-Link, clusterings
at different agglomeration levels are considered. For MAJORCLUST, the threshold
for edge weights is successively advanced within 20 steps, from 0 to 1.
The standard versions of Single-Link and MAJORCLUST operate on a completely
connected distance or similarity graph. It is interesting—not only for experts in the
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Figure 1. Distribution of edge weights in a completely connected graph with thousand nodes;
nodes correspond to documents, edge weights correspond to similarities. Observe the logarithmic
scale.

field of clustering—how these edge weights are distributed in our samples (cf. Fig-
ure 1). Of course, the creation of the graph imposes a severe performance burden,
which can also be seen in the overview of Table 2.

(2) Document Representation.“ tf ” versus “tf · idf ”.

The categorization performance of the three clustering algorithms is tested with
both document representations.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 5 10 15 20

Number of clusters

F-Measure:
Dunn Index:
Elbow:

Figure 2. Fictitious curves of a consistentk-Means and perfect clustering quality measures: If the
true number of classes is 10, and if the clustering algorithm behaves in a consistent manner, then
theF -Measure values will follow the shape of a wedge with the maximum atk = 10. The values
of a perfect Dunn Index will follow theF -Measure more or less, and the perfect elbow criterion
indicatesk = 10 as the optimum cluster number.

(3) Scenario.“Idealized” versus “Realistic”.

In the idealized scenario, the best clustering of an algorithm is determined by means
of theF -Measure. In the realistic scenario, the internal measures Dunn Index and
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variance drop (elbow criterion) are used to evaluate the clustering quality. To get an
idea of the prediction quality, the variations in theF -Measure and the Dunn Index
are plotted over the variation in selected parameters of the clustering algorithms.
Remember that for both measures holds that larger values indicate better catego-
rization performance. Figures 2 exemplifies a fictitious comparison fork-Means
with variation ink, the cluster number parameter.

3.1 Categorization Results

The six plots in the Figures 3-5 show the categorization performance ofk-Means,
Single-Link, and MAJORCLUST (in this order). The plots on the left-hand side and
right-hand side comprise the experiments with the document representation “tf ” and
“ tf · idf ” respectively.
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Figure 3. Clustering algorithm:k-Means with variation in the cluster numberk and three random
restarts for eachk. Documents per sample: 1000. Classes per sample: 10. Document representa-
tion: tf (left) andtf · idf (right).
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Figure 4. Clustering algorithm: Single-Link with variation in the agglomeration level (increment
50). Documents per sample: 1000. Classes per sample: 10. Document representation:tf (left)
andtf · idf (right).

Table 2 comprises the key numbers with respect to categorization performance and
runtime of the investigated clustering algorithms. The experiments were performed on
a Pentium IV 1.7GHz. In this connection it should be noted that our text processing
and classification environment is implemented in Java—but has been developed in the
face of efficiency. Among others we developed tailored classes for symbol processing,
efficient vector updating, and compressed term vectors.
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Figure 5. Clustering algorithm: MAJORCLUST with variation in the edge weight threshold (in-
crement 0.05) and three random restarts for each threshold. Documents per sample: 1000. Classes
per sample: 10. Document representation:tf (left) andtf · idf (right).

4 Summary

In the long run, automatic text categorization will certainly become a part of standard
Web search interfaces. However, each kind of such an ad-hoc categorization has to
master two major challenges: Efficiency—category formation must be performed at
minimum detention, and nescience—no predefined categorization scheme is given.

Clustering algorithms are considered as a technology that is capable of mastering
the challenges, and this paper provides selected results of a comprehensive analysis.
We compare the categorization performance of exemplar-based (k-Means), hierarchi-
cal (Single-Link), and density-based (MAJORCLUST) clustering algorithms. The main
result of the experiments can be comprised as follows.

Aside from the Single-Link algorithm, the categorization performance on samples
(size: 1000, classes: 10) drawn from the Reuters-21578 text database achieves accept-
able values—especially in an ideal scenario, where an external cluster performance
measure is given. Even in a realistic scenario, reasonableF -Measure values can be re-
alized. Here, a crucial role comes up to the internal clustering quality measure, which
can completely ruin smart clustering technology. The presented results give an exam-

Table 2. Overview of some key numbers with respect to categorization performance and run-
time of the investigated clustering algorithms. The first column corresponds to the ideal setting,
column 2 and 3 to the realistic setting.

F -Measure Values Runtime

according according
to Dunn to elbow Graph

Maximum Index criterion Preprocessing creation Clustering

k-Means 0.68 0.29 0.61 4.29s – 2.33s
Single-Link 0.36 0.18 0.28 4.29s 5.78s 1.58s
MAJORCLUST 0.65 0.18 0.58 4.29s 5.78s 2.38s
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ple: The celebrated Dunn Index performs worse than a simple variance-based elbow
criterion.
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